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0 of 0 review helpful easy reading lesfic By books and movies 2 5 starsF F romanceWell I liked pieces of it The 
opening 20 30 or so was very amusing and had me the most engaged There is a bit of a goofy and childish tone to the 
whole story actually I m not sure if I mean that in a bad way lol but I have to be in a certain mood to appreciate this 
kind of lesfic I associate Jae s style with in Falling stars are supposed to be a lucky sign but not for Austen Her new 
job as a secretary in an international games company isn rsquo t off to a good start Her first assignment mdash 
decorating the Christmas tree in the lobby mdash results in a trip to the ER after Dee the company rsquo s second in 
command gets hit by the star shaped tree topper Dee blames her instant attraction to Austen on her head wound not the 
magic of the falling star She rsquo s determin 
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